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Chapter 12
Celia opened her eyes to an unfamiliar sound. In the dim light, she noticed a 

dent in the back of her helmet's composite shell as it rested on the airlock bench 
next to her. The sound returned, and her dry eyes scrapped within their lids 
toward the rustling to her left, where Ph'avell sat alone, checking his gear. Where 
was everyone? Her head throbbed, and everything was hazy. Did Hamilton get on 
board? Yes, no, yes? She placed a throbbing hand on the floor and felt the 
humming ion drives, so they were in-flight. Did the Enari get on board? Celia 
looked at her bruised hands. 

“Looks like the lost one has come home.“ Ph’avell handed over a cup of 
water. 

Her entire body protested as she sat forward, and her left hand looked a 
fright. It was three shades of purple, swollen, and the last two fingers remained 
extended, so it looked like she was putting on airs. 

“Doc’s going to want to take a look at that hand.: Ph’avell winked, “Again.“ 

Celia opened her mouth to speak but only produced a coughing fit that made 
her wonder what the rest of her looked like.

“Take it easy. The big shockwave kicked you into the opposite bulkhead. 
You’ve been out for a while. We’re in deep orbit, behind the second moon.“

She sipped the water, and the water tumbled down her parched throat.

“Is the ship alright? Where’s the Enari?“ Celia rasped.

"The ship's fine, and the prisoner is in the med bay." The Chief closed his 
locker, "It may not feel like it, but you did well out there. We achieved the 
objective." His gold eyes locked upon hers and waited.

“The Major…“ Celia looked at the empty locker, “Where is she?“ Her blue 
eyes welled with tears at the memory of the woman sliding into fire. “She's…“ 

“She’s gone. Ensign Cort looped the Dragonfly around a couple times, but she 
was gone. The Major’s pressure suit’s telemetry confirmed it. We tried 
everything to save her.“
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“But we didn’t… I couldn't.“

"No, you couldn't, and that's shitty, but we saved close to a hundred people, 
and the Major played a crucial part of that. She understood risk better than most, 
but in the end, her number came up. It's not fair, but terrible things happen in 
terrible times." 

"There's no reasoning with this. In the end, the Major made her choice. Carry 
her death as long as you need to, but don't let it consume you. Make her loss 
matter. Hell's, make everyone's loss matter." Ph'avell patted her arm; it felt 
broken like the time she fell air skating as a girl.

Ph'avell passed the Enari's rod over and left the airlock. Celia watched his tail 
disappear from sight and head toward the bridge. The rod was light and felt 
warm as if it was alive. The dull metal bore an intricate geometric pattern relief 
that looked like nothing Celia had seen before. Aside from the scorched and 
broken end, it was unblemished. She whacked it on the flooring, and there was 
no vibration, just a muted thud in her hand. What was this thing, and who was 
the man they found with it?

                                                                                                    

Ten-year-old Gurch physicians tend not to engendered credibility amongst 
peers. At least that was the story Hamilton told those who asked about his short-
lived medical career. The truth was far more personal. He was terrified of death 
and dead bodies. Maybe it was a life-long knowledge that his birth parents had 
been killed. But in those rare moments of allowed self-reflection, he caught 
glimpses of his true self, a frightened eleven-year-old, unable to prevent the 
death of his adopted mother from a rare pathogen. So, it took all his will to haul 
the lifeless Enari body to the med lab. 

Hamilton felt the ship's inertial dampers work to mitigate whatever acrobatics 
Jacey performed when an alarm sounded. Six holo screens appeared before him 
with crew member vital telemetry. One pulsed red and showed the Major's off-
line. Hamilton scrubbed the timeline back and realized what had happened. He 
double-checked the condition of the others and saw Celia was unconscious. 
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Before Hamilton could move, Maxtron ran by.

"The Major's dead, and Celia's knocked out. It's all going to hell out there; I'm 
getting us out of here." Maxtron said before he dashed up to the bridge.

It all felt way over Hamilton's head. People were dying, and the circle of 
victims was too close for his comfort. 

Hamilton dropped the body onto an exam table and cracked the seal of his 
helmet. Sterilized air reminded him of his mother's research lab. The second 
exam table groaned in protest as Hamilton lay back to rest. The Enari's chest rose 
up and down like a slow metronome. Hamilton removed his soot-covered gloves 
and felt the iridescent tunic material between his fingers. It seemed odd that a 
person bent on world destruction would choose such an outfit. Something felt 
out of place, like he was missing an essential piece of the equation.

Hamilton fished out his trusty white cube, scanned the man, reviewed the 
readings, and then repeated the action. The findings were identical and incorrect. 
Just his rotten luck; his favorite scanner was damaged in that last run. He was 
too tired to fix the scanner cube, not when he had a med-pod at his disposal. 
Hamilton entered the control sequence into the touchpad, and the pod hummed 
as it pivoted from vertical to horizontal. Inside was a pale green gel, body-
shaped cavity. 

Hamilton scrunched his nose and removed the Enari's mantle, belt, tunic, and 
armor. There was no logo or tag in the clothes, save a winged shield with an arm 
holding a sword tooled into the leather belt end. Hamilton felt like an undertaker 
as he removed the soft leather gloves and spotted a plain ring on the left middle 
finger. He tucked it into the silver-trimmed boots and tossed them in a lower 
storage drawer. Whoever he was, the attire showed commitment for sure. 

Hamilton transferred the rubber-limbed man into the med-pod then wiggled 
him into the gel enclosure. Double checking that the Enari was in, Hamilton 
pressed a button on the transparent lid, and it sealed back up. As the med-pod 
hummed and whirred, the gel expanded and conformed around the Enari. 
Hamilton then keyed another control sequence into the menu on the lid, then the 
pod returned to its vertical position.  

Hamilton dumped the Enari's possessions in the draw and examined the 
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sleeping face in the med-pod. If they turned in the perpetrator of the attack, he 
would undoubtedly gain control of a major spoke in the new Union wheel. He 
fantasized for a moment of unlimited funding and accolades, but scraping 
footfalls returned him to reality. Celia limped into the lab, using the rod as a 
walking stick.

“Care to join me on the bridge.“ Celia gestured with the make-shift cane.

“Let me take a look at you first“ He patted the exam table.

“It will have to wait. I can make it to the command chair.“ 

“Of that, I have no doubt.“ He slid the drawer closed.

                                                                                                    

Captain on the bridge.

"I am not a ship's Captain, VOZ." Celia pinched her eyes closed.

Understood Captain.

She limped to the chair and eased in with a few muffled curses.

"The attack continues across the planet," Maxtron reported.

"Any sign of…." 

Excuse me, Captain, but I have located another message from 
Rear Admiral Vickers for you.

_——Δ…Δ. .••••––C, ––get rid of what you found->-stop †ransmi††ing to the Corps_ 
_ _ you're in danger if you know aNythiNg. Leave TeRRa now, g0 dark, and find the 
place where the water mEEts the sky. D0n't trust anyooone C—don't reply, †hey are 
watchinggggg—… @RAdVickers

Celia's neck protested as she looked at Ph'avell, who shrugged. Her brow knit 
in determination, and she pulled up a holo-keyboard when she noticed the look 
on Maxtron's face.

“Something's happening on Terra,“ Maxtron said.
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“Dozens of fleet-sized ships are emerging from slipstream around Terra 
Prime, Ma’am.“ Jacey eyed the long-range sensors.

“Thank the Seven.” Celia leaned back, “Maxtron, locate the Corps command 
ship.“ 

Your father just said not to trust the Corps. @Ph'avellCWO5

This is not the Corps fleet, but Soul Guard ships.

“Where’s the Corps fleet?“ Maxtron stood. 

Thousands of fleeing ships collected around the Soul Guard ships candle flies 
on a summer night seeking salvation.

                                                                                                    

Maxtron walked up to the command chair; he needed to have Celia's ear. He'd 
always been good at reading people and anticipating what they want to hear, but 
Celia looked like reheated puke. So he needed to play it by ear.

“Even if they’re not the Corps, shouldn’t we still hand the Eanari over?
“ Maxtron tried to sound reasonable. 

“I agree with Max. We’ve done more than enough. Let’s go over there and let 
the authorities handle things going forward.“ Hamilton said.

“You know,“ Maxtron snapped his fingers, a finger snap always looked 
inspired, “I'll bet the Admiral will be on board one of those ships by the time we 
get there.“ It also wouldn't hurt if he was the one to deliver the Rear Admiral’s 
daughter.

Celia's eyes drifted from the screen, and her knuckles bloomed white around 
the rod. Was this the moment he was supposed to step up if she couldn't 
continue? A sharp thump from the rod tapping the deck brought him back to the 
moment. 

“My father’s message was clear, we need to get out of here and not trust 
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anyone; that includes the Soul Guard.“

Maxtron worked his tongue around inside his mouth as he looked for an 
angle to exploit before they made a mistake and left with the prisoner. 

"Whoever they are, they aren't going anywhere, anytime soon. If things cool 
down in a few days, we can come back." Celia turned toward him; her clear blue 
eyes gleamed with focus.

He felt the opportunity slip away; he needed to…

“Geometric sensors are spiking. Something is happening on the planet.
“ Hamilton barked.

                                                                                                    

Streaks of white-hot light flashed across the planet's surface as a visible 
shockwave bloomed into space. The expansion of gas and energy moved in slow 
motion in every direction at this distance. Two whole minutes passed until the 
expanding gases passed the moon, dragging lunar dust past them on an endless 
voyage into eternity. The holo-vis screen zoomed; the familiar blue and white 
image of Terra Prime was now a sphere of smoke and ash, patched with fire. 
What the surface looked like now was anyone's guess, but the crown jewel of the 
Union looked cracked.

Maxtron’s hand slipped onto Celia’s shoulder, then snatched away. 

“Can you get some life readings?“ Celia said as she scrolled through her 
TexCom feeds, “Are there any transmissions coming in?“ 

“We’re too far away to determine that, but sensors show the systemic seismic 
activity has diminished.“ Hamilton switched the holo-vis to his screen, “The 
atmosphere is now eighty-seven percent of normal. But, I’m reading an elevation 
of sub-surface gasses like methane, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, hydrogen 
sulfide, and helium.“ 

“Is it still habitable?“ Ph’avell asked.
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“Barely, but they’ll need atmo scrubbers.“ Hamilton turned to them, “I 
certainly wouldn’t want to be down there.“

“We go back and help, right?“ Jacey spun his chair around.

“No, we do as my father said and leave.“ Celia winced as she leaned back.

"Why leave now when so many need help? Earlier, we risked our lives…." 
Maxtron paused, "I mean, we chose to help, and now we're going to run away?"

Maxtron took a half step back as Celia sat up. 

"The message was clear," Celia slid back, "I'm not going to lose another…."

“What? Of us?“ Maxtron waved his hands across the bridge, “You wanted to 
go and get whoever's sealed up in the lab, but the Admiral told you to leave then;  
why is this different?“ Maxtron’s eyes glanced toward the Thandarian, “He also 
said we should get rid of what we found, so why don't we turn the prisoner 
over?“ 

“I must have been unconscious a lot longer than I thought. Did I miss the 
trial?“ Celia's eyes went hard.

Ph'avell cleared his throat. 

“Would you prefer a person of interest? Most innocent folks aren’t found on 
the X.“ The Thandarian said. 

“We could do both. The Universal Church always helps out in times of 
disaster. Let's hand him over and then leave the system.“ Jacey perked up and 
pointed to the fleet. 

“I hope the UC will help, but those guys are not the church.“ Celia’s eyes 
followed Jacey’s finger.

Jacey slumped back in his seat.

"Wishing and prayers won't make the situation any different, Ensign." 
Ph'avell cleared away some holo screens, "We have an order from above, and 
that's the closest we'll get to a miracle."

I am receiving an incoming transmission on all open 
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channels.

“Put it through.“ Maxtron piped up.

<Squak> Attention Galactic Corps ships, Blackfire, we repeat Blackfire 
Rendezvous at the encoded coordinates. <Squak> Attention Galactic Corps 
ships, Blackfire, we repeat…

The message repeated until Maxtron turned it down. 

“We have orders.“ The XO looked relieved.

“VOZ, did you say open channels?“ Ph'avell said.

I did, Chief.

“What’s Blackfire?“ Jacey asked.

“As if this day couldn't get stranger.“ Ph’avell scratched behind his ear.

All eyes turned toward Ph'avell as he leaned back.

“How's getting orders from the Corps strange?“ Maxtron asked.

"Blackfire means, Corps forces, in theater, must return to a preselected 
location, or nearest base under radio silence and await further instructions. 
Regulations state the order is to be transmitted on encrypted Corps frequencies." 
Ph'avell's ears lay flat as he leaned forward on his forearms, the black fur 
catching the colored flashes of light from the instrument clusters. "The Corps has 
contingency plans for contingency plans, and this was an umbrella solution 
developed a long time ago, in the Dark Wars. But the safety net remained, and 
every mission plan ends with a Blackfire reminder. We called it the specter of 
doom in the teams."

"Simple, simple. Okay, we shut comms off and fly to…?" Jacey's breath caught 
as he decoded the coordinates, "Stormfront Base on Marris-4, in the Pyrell 
System. That's not the nearest base; it's halfway across the galaxy." 

Maxtron pushed the chart to the main screen, and an animation showed the 
four slipstream jump points for the route. 
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“Eight days,“ Hamilton said.

“What’s the closest Soul Guard base?“ Celia twirled a loose lock of hair.

“Sacellum Base is two hours, by slipstream.“ Maxtron puzzled over the visual 
database. “It's weird. I count more than three dozen Corps bases closer than 
Stormfront.“

“So, do we turn him over here or there?“ Jacey's hand was poised above the 
nav computer.

“Cap'n, if we opt to turn that Enari bastard over, I suggest we learn a little 
something from him before we do. I've seen too many high-value targets 
disappear after a hand-off to some secret-salamander agency. And no offense to 
Universalists,“ he nodded toward Jacey, “but the Soul Guard doesn't have the 
greatest record when it comes to transparency.“

“It would be a shame to hand him over and never know if it was the right 
thing to do.“ Maxtron leaned over the Command Chair.

Don’t trust anyone. The words rang in Celia's head. Something was wrong, and 
they couldn't see what it was. The only person she could trust outside of the ship 
was her father, and until she heard otherwise, his orders stood.

"We lost one of our own today, and no matter where we go or who we choose 
to turn him over to, we deserve our own answers." Celia worked the swollen and 
discolored fingers on her left hand around; the pain helped her focus. She stared 
at the holo-screen and tapped the rod on the deck again, "Doc, if you would be so 
kind as to get things ready to wake our guest." 

“After I take a look at that hand.“ Hamilton loomed over her in the command 
chair.

“Max, turn comms off and keep an eye on the Soul Guard ships.“ 

“Aye aye, Captain.“ Maxtron was unexpectedly cheerful. 

Ph’avell shadowed Celia as they headed off the bridge.

Captain?

"Yes, VOZ?" Celia found it hard to stop once she started moving.
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I’ve located another message from your father.
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